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Introduction
The Pietro Canonica House, called “Palazzi-
na” and located in Venice at number Castel-
lo 1364 (Riva dei Sette Martiri), was built in 
1911 by sculptor Pietro Canonica as his own 
private house and atelier; starting from the 
donation (1932) to the C.N.R. (Italian National 
Research Council) it has been the seat of the 
“Istituto di Studi Adriatici e Centro di Studi Ta-
lassografi ci” and in second time of the “Istituto 
di Biologia Marina” (Fig. 1,2,3). 
The building is now owned by the Istituto di 
Scienze Marine (ISMAR - C.N.R.) and holds 
the “Biblioteca di Studi Adriatici”.
In recent years the house was subjected to 
some building work: restoration of the exter-
nal surfaces (2011), structural consolidation 
of the room used as library (2012-2013), re-
storation of the library wooden apparatus, 
consolidation and restoration of the attic 
(2015).
The Riva di San Marco was transformed over 
the centuries, in particular three interventions 
contribute to the current aspect: the enlarge-
ment realized at the end of the 18th century 
by “Serenissima”, the design of the gardens 
during the Napoleonic period, and the link 
between the two previous interventions inau-
gurated in 1937, now called “Riva dei Sette 
Martiri”.

A painting of Ippolito Caffi  “Festa notturna a 
San Pietro di Castello” (1841, Fig.4), and the 
subsequent images show a shore with sand 
bars, mud and marsh; in this lagoon landsca-
pe, Pietro Canonica designed and built her 
“Palazzina” (Fig. 5a, 5b).

Pietro Canonica and dona-
tion to the C.N.R. 
Pietro Canonica was an artist, sculptor and 
musician, born in Moncalieri near Turin 
(1869) and died in Rome (1959). Ten years 
old he became an assitant in a sculpture stu-
dio, then he attended the drawing and sculp-
ture courses at the “Accademia Albertina”; his 
sculptures are made of plaster, marble, bron-
ze. Pietro Canonica was an artist well known 
in Italy and abroad, member of the “Consiglio 
Superiore delle Belle Arti”, he taught sculp-
ture at “Accademia di Belle Arti” of Venice 
(1909-14), and then in Rome. Moved to live 
in Rome in 1922, since 1926 he resided at “la 
Fortezzuola di Villa Borghese”, now home to 
the “Canonica Museum” (Fig. 6,7).
The “Palazzina” or Pietro Canonica House, 
located in Venice, was built in 1911 and do-
nated to the C.N.R..

The “Palazzina”, house of Pietro
Canonica, on “Riva dei Sette 
Martiri” (Venice): historical
notes and stone decorations
by Danilo Biondelli, Roberto Bugini, Alessandro Ceregato

ABSTRACT
The article proposes considerations relating to Pietro Canonica House (“Palazzina”) in Venice: 
an historical note, since its construction in 1911 to the present-day; a report about the building 
and its enlargement made in the fifties of the 20th century; a classification of stones used in 
building as pietra d’Istria, Verde di Levanto, Nembro, Apuanian marble; a description of internal 
and external painted decorations. The text consists in a written part with photos and seven boards 
illustrating the stone cladding.

Restoration
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The dome of Sal Lorenzo Metropolitan church, 
cathedral of Genoa (Fig.1) is the fi rst work per-
formed by Galeazzo Alessi in Genoa. The archi-
tect (1512 – 1572), born in Perugia, was trained 
mainly in Rome, with prestigious masters like Mi-
chelangelo, Bramante, Peruzzi and the Sangallo 
family. 
Alessi came to Genoa most likely at the invitation 
of Stefano Sauli, Protonotarius Apostolicus of 
Catholic Church. This was an exceptional event, 
because the construction industry of the time was 
a prerogative of the magistri Antelami, Comacini, 
Intelvesi and Luganesi, who had the monopoly of 
this art everywhere in the ancient Genoese Re-
public and above all in the city of Genoa.
These artisans, organized as corporations, were 
collectively called “magistri Lombardi” by the Ge-
noese Republic in the XVII century. 

They were experts in every sector of architecture, 
sculpture and painting, and they were involved in 
the stone trade. Almost all of them had a strong 
link with their birthplaces, from which they impor-
ted many lithotypes, the same ones that can be 

seen in the Genoese churches and noble pala-
ces. 

These artisans also owned quarries in Liguria 
and other regions, including some places abro-
ad, and with their trades they contributed to make 
Genoa one of the most important stone market 
in all of the Mediterranean area, through its port.
Galeazzo Alessi in 1548 wasn’t the fi rst artist to 
be called to the Genoese Republic from another 
area; previously Andrea Doria called to Genoa 
Pietro di Giovanni Bonaccorsi (also known as 
Perin del Vaga) and Giovanni Angelo Montorsoli, 
both from Florence. They worked at the Villa that 
the Prince was building in Fassolo, just outside 
the western walls. Even Domenico Beccafumi 
and Giovanni Antonio De Sacchis (also known 
as Pordenone) were operative in Genoa.

Galeazzo Alessi marked an important turning 
point in the Genoese architecture: there is a 
change in the shape of the building, after him the 
city architecture is classifi ed as “pre-alessiana” 
and “post-alessiana”, above all the one regarding 

First considerations about the 
site for the restoration and 
static consolidation of the Dome 
of San Lorenzo metropolitan 
church, Cathedral of Genoa, 
built by Galeazzo Alessi.
by Claudio Montagni

ABSTRACT

Restoration

The article exposes some fi rst considerations about the restoration of the Alessi’s dome of the 
cathedral of Genoa, still in progress. Based on a huge diagnostic project, the restoration raised 
several questions. The discovery of several archive documents allowed a detailed historical 
reconstruction of all the alterations which came in succession, starting from the bombing of 1684 by 
Louis XIV, to the last century. 
A complete and comprehensive debate on the matter will be in the future, the subject of a more 
important printing. 
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Re-reading a paper by the late professor Ti-
ziano Mannoni, I could remember his unfor-
gettable lessons at Genoa University and 
elsewhere. The article to which I refer is Il re-
stauro visto dall’archeologia dell’architettura1. 
Mannoni spoke about “saper fare empirici, o 
cultura materiale, che sarebbe tuttavia meglio 
chiamare “cultura dei materiali”2. He asked: 
“come facevano i maestri Antelami a scegliere 
nell’oscuro mondo del XII secolo l’unica do-
lomia vicino a Genova e a conoscere queste 
importanti regole? La risposta non è quella 
dei misteri e dell’intervento degli alieni, come 
si usa oggi nei media, ma è: abbiamo dimenti-
cato che è sempre esistito per l’homo sapiens 
un altro metodo razionale per conoscere le 
tecniche e i materiali più adatti per una certa 
funzione, provandoli uno dopo l’altro e verifi -
candone poi gli effetti. Un metodo che richie-
deva certo molto tempo, specialmente nelle 
costruzioni, e proprio per questo esistevano le 

1
 TIZIANO MANNONI, Il restauro visto dall’archeologia dell’architettura, Atti del Convegno Arkos: il Progetto di Restauro, 

Genova, 17-18 Lugli0 2009, pagg 91-98 
2
 The empirical know-how, or material culture, which should be better to call “culture of the materials”. 

3
 How could the magistri Antelami be able to choose, in the archaic 12th century, the only dolomite rock near Genoa, and 

how could they know these important rules?
The answer is not supernatural: we just forgot that for the Homo Sapiens there has always been a rational method to 
discover new techniques and what materials are better to do something. It is just a matter of trying all of them and checking 
the effect. 
This method surely requires lots of time, especially for the architecture, and this is why there were carpenter and bricklayer 
guilds, which recognized as masters the artisans who proved to know very well this practical culture. They were also able 
to predict the results of the tests and, the best ones, to invent new techniques and new tests.
4
 Modern Japan, that over one hundred years ago adopted and managed state of the art Western sciences and technology, 

has solved the issue to preserve in the best way its particular buildings and all the professions related to them, protecting 
the traditional artisans as if they were themselves part of the heritage, with the only condition that they have apprentices.

corporazioni dei muratori e dei carpentieri che 
riconoscevano maestri coloro che avevano di-
mostrato di conoscere bene le “regole dell’ar-
te” (saper fare o cultura materiale), di sapere 
valutare gli effetti degli esperimenti in corso e, 
i più bravi, a proporne di nuovi” 3. 

The essay ends with this paragraph: “Il mo-
derno Giappone, che da più di cento anni ha 
adottato e gestisce in modo avanzato le scien-
ze e le tecnologie occidentali, ha risolto il pro-
blema di conservare nel modo migliore il suo 
diverso costruito storico, e tutti i mestieri ad 
esso connessi, decidendo di vincolare, e quin-
di di proteggere, gli artigiani tradizionali come 
beni culturali essi stessi, con la sola condizio-
ne che essi abbiano degli apprendisti”.4 

Italy boasts half or more of the world’s art tre-
asures; it houses not only monuments built 
by well-known architects, but a lot of artifacts 

Traditional craftsmanship: 
an intangible heritage of 
knowledge
by Elena Leoncini

ABSTRACT
The practice of restoration often raises issues that not even the best diagnostic project can predict.
The practical knowledge – nowadays replaced by scientific knowledge – has some aspects that 
deserve to be studied. This article, based on long studies, considers some features typical of 
old crafts regarding the historical built environment, giving some ideas for new research about 
subjects largely unrecognized or at least not properly analyzed. 
The paper is about the practical knowledge of Magistri Lombardi, one of the numerous corporations 
that distinguished the Genoese Republic.
 

Research
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Introduction
The cultural object was identifi ed, with va-
rious subtleties that entail different approach 
to its conservation, as contemporarily a work 
of art and of history without the prevailing of 
any of the two values. The Viollet Le Duc’s 
huge amount of drawings, sketches and wa-
tercolors show the building technical aspects 
and decorative details as well as, emphasi-
zing the didactic message traceable both in 
the fi gurativeness (le style) and in general, 
although partial, in the monument history. An 
interest and respect for the monument was 
expressed by Ruskin too, almost revealing 
an unexpected trait d’union with the French 
architect. Ruskin (Fig. 1), in fact, identifi ed an 
interest in the ruin, architecture assimilation 
to the nature, a sublime simultaneous pre-
sence of beauty and history.
During the 20th C. a heated debate about the 
object of preservation was raised. The acme, 
in particular on the intervention principles was 
in the years of the immediate post-WWII pe-

1
 It is intended in the meaning given by Riegl, deriving from the imperfection and from the signs of degrade caused by 

the time. [Gioeni, L., 2003] 

riod. The cultural heritage defi nition was en-
riched by new connotations with the Brandi’s 
theory imposition that recognizes a dual pola-
rity esthetic and historical, in which the latter, 
in general, has to prevail. Hence, it is presu-
med the restoration intervention as a critical 
act, Croce’s theory mindful, aimed at reco-
gnizing and selecting the “artistic” parts of the 
building, the unique worthy of conservation, 
from those to remove. However, it worths to 
emphasize that the “beauty” concept is linked 
to the relations between a variable subject 
and object, depending from the observer sen-
sitivity and, general speaking, to the precise 
historical moment and geographic place.       
Therefore, the antiquity value1, objective, uni-
que is the cornerstone that has to guide the 
intervention on cultural heritage. The noise 
occurs, infact, to the architecture message, 
unavoidable corrosion due to time, which 
immediately becomes a sign, connotation of 
antiquity, not just sharing the message of the 
work but communicative phenomenon itself. 

by Nicola Ruggieri 

ABSTRACT
The monument  was identified in its twofold historical and esthetical significance in the nineteenth 
century, at the dawn of the modern restoration theory. During the following years the debate 
became more heated reaching the acme, relatively the intervention principles, in the years of 
the post-World War II. The architectural heritage definition was enriched with new connotations 
with the Brandi’s theory imposition, that recognizes to the monument an esthetical and historical 
polarity, in which, in general, the latter has to prevail. The restoration becomes a critical act 
aimed at recognizing and selecting the “artistic” parts of the building, the only ones worthy of 
intervention. However, the esthetical judgment for a building is filtered by the subjectivity  and it 
can depend by contingent situations linked to a precise geographic area and historical moment. 
From that derives as corollary that the “beauty” as principle guide of the conservation intervention 
represents an ephemeral criterion. The ambiguous esthetical value and the consequent “selective 
criterion”, futile because it is frequently uncertain, has to make room for the objective scientificity 
of the integral conservation, that devoid of preconceived truths, aware of the multiple experiences 
(the history) present in the monument, does not impose any values system.            
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The old-fashioned way of 
the restoration. Theoretical 
Considerations on the 
Conservation of the Architecture 
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